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" . . . But, as a matter of fact, you know as well as I do that Marquis's position is none too strong. Three or four years ago he turned his business here into a limited company* Theatrical businesses can be carried on with very small capital. But that didn't prevent him, pressed for money as he always is, from parting with some of his stock quite a while ago, and losing majority control. He said to himself, of course, that the stock would simply lie in peace in the drawers of friends and acquaintances of his who would not want to annoy him. As a matter of fact, at general meetings he has always got all the proxies he required. You can quite understand, of course, that, as a general rule, people who have no direct interest in the business and are dealing with affairs twenty times more important are not going to bother about questioning a man's control of a company on such a small scale, out of which they are not making anything. They have said good-bye to the bit of money which each of them has put into it, just because a friend asked them to, almost as a matter of courtesy. They barely take the trouble to sign the proxies that are sent to them.
" At the same time, if any one of them, for one reason or another, decides to acquire majority control, the thing is child's play. The stock is simply asking to fell into his hands. And "what is fifty thousand francs, or a hundred thousand francs, to men such as I have in mind ? A mere bagatelle."
He broke off and laughed in a queer kind of way. " Don't have a fit I  But just imagine, if I chose, I could be your manager to-morrow.  Laughable, isn't it ? ... On somebody eise's account, of course."
For the time being, Germaine did not attempt to argue witii herself about the probability of the thing. She was satisfied with taking in, and taking in with anxiety, the threat that it implied.
" Either he or somebody else. They have sent him to me to make me understand just this : that if Gurau doesn't behave himself, they will put somebody here for the very purpose of making life impossible for me, I've only got a

